1965 mercury comet cyclone parts

Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. See results below for Mercury Comet Parts. Product K Excellent on
headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug deflectors, instrument covers, View Product Details.
Rapidly remove light scratches, swirls, key scratches, fingernail scratches, and other
imperfections. Will eliminate Product The OER Smart Charger battery charger and maintainer
for classic cars and trucks provides high frequency automatic intelligent charging for 6V or 12V
lead-acid, flooded, or sealed maintenance-free AGM and Gell Cell The OER Smart Charger
battery charger and maintainer for classic cars and trucks provides high frequency automatic
intelligent charging for 12V lead-acid, flooded, or sealed maintenance-free AGM and Gell Cell
batteries This reproduction firewall pad fastener is designed to hold the firewall insulation pad
in place on various General Motors models. Each fastener is manufactured from EPDM rubber
replicating the original configuration Product CX Universal fuel tank sending unit for various
GM and other models that require a 90 ohm sender. Designed for use with OE or aftermarket
ohm gauges, each sending unit includes the sender, float, float rod, hardware, Product PBA. GM
style 11" single diaphragm brake booster. This Delco style brake booster will work on a variety
of GM models as listed. Includes the brackets to bolt directly to the firewall on a wide variety of
Chevrolet, Chelating agents counteract hard water mineral deposits while foam stabilizers
provide longer lasting sudsing action than regular duty shampoos Product GT Replacement
glass setting tape for various models. This glass tape holds glass firmly and permanently. Seals
against dirt, moisture, and will not stretch out of shape. Just fold it over the glass edge, insert
glass in the Product AL This accelerator rod is for use when modifications will not allow the use
of the original rod between the Reproduction of the original shouldered lens screw set designed
for use on various GM applications. Each screw is chrome-plated for corrosion resistance for an
outstanding appearance. Reproduction of the radiator support to hood seal clip set designed for
Camaro and Firebird models with air conditioning. Each clip is injection molded to original
specifications. Clips are designed to hold the hood Product A Product BK. Replacement style
seat belt buckle self adhesive decal for GM models with deluxe interior. Designed with OER's
exclusive and unique "Starburst" design, each decal comes in a color scheme that is
reminiscent of the Reproduction of the original Casco type cigarette lighter assembly designed
for use on various GM models. Includes the cigarette lighter knob and element and features the
correct screen printed lit cigarette icon on This high sudsing, biodegradable liquid is
concentrated for economy. Mix one cap full with gallons of water for a daily paint shampoo.
Washes away dirt, grease and road grime, and rinses easily pH balanced formula Product B.
Each blade is manufactured in stainless steel and finished in black. Fits the side lock style
connector just like Hood pins are necessary for the attachment of fiberglass or lift off hoods
and may be installed for extra security on factory hoods. Each set uses the two piece hairpin
style pins ideal for installations where a Larger than the standard seatback panel, these
beautifully tooled fiberglass panels wrap around the back of the seat, Product D. Similar to the
reproduction style chrome lug nut, this replacement style nut is cosmetically similar looking but
more economical. Includes a 5 piece set for Clean, polish, shine, protect and prolong in one
easy step. Extremely easy Featuring authentic vinyl grain texture, positive gripping Universal fit
pedal rod extension is ideal for firewall mounted brake boosters or under-floor linkage when
you need a longer rod to reach the pedal. Comes zinc plated Make your wheels look like they
just rolled out of the factory with this spray wheel coating. This eliminates the need for
expensive custom paint mixing and greatly simplifies the restoration process by providing
spray-gun Ideal for applications including This item is produced by the original manufacturer
This item is produced by the original manufacturer. They feature heavy-duty, soft or gentle
bristles, depending on the cleaning job on hand. Handles are made of quality hard Product A.
Each stamped steel bracket Product BL Modernize the lighting equipment on your vehicle with
these bright LED light bulb units. Manufactured to replace common bulbs on any vehicle with
12V capacity. LED bulbs not only react faster than traditional bulbs, but also Product J It's the
little light with the big, bright beam. Lithium Button Cell batteries provide over 23 hours of
Product PP Dries to the touch in 45 seconds, A self leveling flexible light gray primer that
adheres to most plastic and metal surfaces. It is compatible with many top coats, is heat
resistant, and requires no catalyst. Excellent for filling nicks and scrapes on TPO Product MD
Display "Direct Connection" pride in your home, garage or office with this 30" tall counter stool
that features a rugged vinyl cover on 14" diameter seat, swivel base and chrome plated legs.
Product X This bolt was used for the installation of a number of parts on the front end of various
GM models. Note: For a money saving set of 10 use Product WL Reproduction style service
replacement door jamb windlace molding designed for use on various GM models.
Manufactured in vinyl material with rigid steel inserts for an easier installation. Each windlace
section meaures Product OER Each sign uses bright, high visibility LED lights with up-to, hours

os usage with virtually no maintenance. Close Notification. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Pint
Bottle. Universal Accelerator Throttle Rod. Aerosol Can. Mopar Direct Connection Counter
Stool. All Categories. Exhaust Exhaust Manifold Hardware 6. General Information. If you
continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.
Facebook YouTube Instagram Twitter. The Mercury Cyclone is an automobile that was marketed
by the Mercury division of Ford from to Introduced in as the Mercury Comet Cyclone , the
Cyclone replaced the S as the performance-oriented version of the Mercury Comet model line.
The Cyclone became a distinct nameplate for the model year, as the Mercury Montego was
phased in to replace the Comet. Though largely overshadowed by the Cougar, the Cyclone was
positioned as a muscle car, representing the Mercury brand in racing. Four generations of the
Cyclone were produced, with production ending after the model year. For the model year, the
Cyclone returned as an option package for the Montego; only 30 examples were produced.
Within the Mercury line, the Cyclone was not directly replaced. The Cougar XR7 was repackaged
as a personal luxury version of the Montego for The Cyclone started as an option for the
Mercury Comet. It had a spoked steering wheel and bucket seats. Some of the engine parts were
chromed. This model had a few performance options, which included a handling package, a
special fan, and a "power transfer" rear axle. Special features included a black-out, stand-up
grille, bucket seats with sewn-through pleats, center console, chrome-plated wheel covers with
lug nuts, engine "dress up kit", unique insignias, a vinyl roof in black or white and a
"Power-Pac" gauge cluster for the heavily padded instrument panel. The models underwent a
major styling change. The body received "sculpturing" that ran the length of the car, and was
based on the body of the Ford Fairlane. The models introduced new engines. The GT featured
car stripes, a fiberglass hood bonnet with two air scoops and several other performance
options. The model was produced with several engine options. Only a small, chromed badge
with the designation '' located on each front fender reflected the larger displacement engine
under the hood bonnet. The models dropped "Comet" from their name. The Cyclones had a mid
tire level body tape stripe. The Cyclone GT's had an upper level body stripe, buckets, wide
whitewall tires, special wheel covers, all vinyl interior, and the special handling package. It was
named the fastest car of that year, [ how? The model was available in two flavors. The engine
had a Ram Air option, a CFM Holley four-barrel carburetor [3] although the option showed no
quoted difference in horsepower rating. The Mercury Cyclone CJ had the following
enhancements over the Cyclone and Cyclone GT: it had a blacked-out grille; dual exhausts; axle
ratio; engine dress-up kit chromed parts ; hood bonnet stripes; and a competition handling
package. The CJ model was dropped from the Cyclone lineup, and applied to some of the
engine names in the series. The Cyclones consisted of cid V8s and cid V8 engines. It was the
standard engine in the Mercury Marauder X and was available in other full-size models. It
featured a CFM carburetor. Two optional engines were available for the Cyclone. Standard with
the SCJ was the Drag Pack, this package added a front-mounted engine oil cooler and a 3.
Colors for the Spoiler were limited to Competition Yellow, Competition Blue, pastel blue,
Competition Gold, Competition Green and Competition Orange but for a premium Ford included
the 'color of your dreams' program, and 31 buyers took advantage. Ford had intended to
continue the Spoiler II option for with an even more aggressive nose profile. However, none
were actually built, and the photos that exist from Ford were of a clay model built as a styling
study. For the sporting gentleman that placed more emphasis in style than speed, there was the
Cyclone GT. The basic package offered comfort weave bucket seats, full-length console, twin
racing mirrors, integrated hood scoop that could be made functional for optional ram air
induction, hide-away headlights, three pod tail lights and unique lower-body line trim. The cost
of all of this style was the having a Cleveland big block with 2-barrel carburetor and a
three-speed manual transmission as standard fare. However, there were options, and they were
good ones. The 4-barrel version of the Cleveland small block followed by a set of cid big blocks
up to the Super Cobra Jet and the Drag Pak plus a four-speed transmission and a selection of
automatics. Although early sales literature shows the BOSS as an option, none were actually
built. Most notable about the package was the loss of the comfort weave buckets in favor of a
spectrum stripe bench seat. In , the Cyclone had some minor styling updates; most noticeable
was center section of the grill received a larger ring in the gun site with the GT receiving a
unique badge. The Spoiler received a revised stripe package, and the rear spoiler was painted
flat black, and the Base Cyclone now had the integrated hood scoop like the GT and Spoiler.
Under the hood things were different as well. For the Spoiler, Ram Air also became option as
opposed to part of the package for Beyond minor changes in the color palette and available
options, the Cyclone line was a carry over from For , the Mercury Montego was fully redesigned
with body-on-frame construction, front and rear coil spring suspension, and a new shorter inch

wheelbase for two-door models. Early Mercury factory literature showed this option available,
while later editions did not have any information on the Cyclone package. During its production,
the Mercury Comet Cyclone represented the brand in motorsport. Initially gaining use in drag
racing , the Cyclone was raced in NASCAR alongside the Fairlane and its Torino successor,
with the fourth-generation Cyclone becoming one of the most dominant body styles ever used
in Winston Cup racing. In the Daytona , the Cyclone took both first and second place. For the
Daytona , 12 of the 40 cars in the race were Cyclones. The dominance of the Cyclone would lead
to the development of the " Aero Warriors ", body styles of production muscle cars
aerodynamically optimized for Winston Cup racing following their homologation. Although a
redesigned Spoiler II was developed in , only a single prototype was produced alongside three
Torino King Cobra counterparts. For , NASCAR changed its rules to end the production of
aerodynamically-optimized cars, increasing their homologation requirements and restricting
their engine displacement. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Ford
Muscle. Retrieved 27 February Hemmings Muscle Machines. Hemmings Motor News. Retrieved
14 February Retrieved Mercury vehicles. A division of Ford Motor Company , â€” Category
Commons. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description matches
Wikidata Articles needing additional references from November All articles needing additional
references Short description is different from Wikidata Wikipedia articles needing clarification
from November Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Mercury Ford. Mercury Cougar XR-7 indirect. Monterey Custom. Park Lane. Turnpike
Cruiser. Station wagon. Colony Park. Sports car. Capri II. Personal luxury. Pickup truck. This
Mercury has been sitting for an extended period, the owner thinks that it could be as long as 20
years, but now it needs someone to buy it and undertake a full restoration. You will find it listed
for sale here on Craigslist. The Mercury is located in Chicago, Illinois, and is being offered for
sale with a clean title. The owner states that the car has been repainted in Victory Red. The first
thing that I do need to point out is that the wheels fitted to the car in the photos do not go with
the car. It will have a set of rollers fitted to move the car. The twin-scoop hood looks nice, but it
will require some major repairs as apparently, it blew off the car while it was being transported.
We have rust! The seller provides a number of very clear photos that demonstrate the extent of
the rust issues in the Mercury. All of the floors will need replacing, as will the front torque
boxes, and rear spring frame rails. The seller does have partial replacement rails included with
the car. The good news is that the front core support, frame rails, shock towers, both front
fenders, doors, and rocker panels are all in good condition, although both rear quarter panels
will need some work. The interior will also need restoration, but it does appear to be complete.
The seats have a number of very small cracks and splits in the covers. They could be used as
they are, but if you are undertaking a restoration as extensive as this one, it makes sense to get
the interior trim up to the same standard as the rest of the car. Under the hood is the ci V8,
which is hooked to a 4-speed manual transmission. The engine has been fitted with an
aftermarket Edelbrock intake and Holley double pumper carburetor. The owner states that the
engine is locked solid, and in his opinion, it is going to need a complete rebuild. For me, the
hardest thing to take is the sheer amount of work that is required. However, the thing that tips
the scale for me is the fact that it is a Cyclone. That might make it worth it. I like these better
than the later bigger models but man this project is not for the faint of heart or financially
strapped. IMO the cheap price is still a huge risk based on the visible metal work needed and
who knows what needed metal work is not visible. Untreated rust stands still for no man or
woman. Neat car, whether its the lo or hi hp Scrap heap material. Someone needs to buy it to
get those very rare Motorwheel Spyder wheels. Nick â€¦.. LSD was invented not long before
these wheelsâ€¦ you can tellâ€¦. Yes, the ad does tell you which engine came in the car. The VIN
is listed in the ad, this car came with an A code , non-high performance 4bbl engine, not the K
code high performance engine. Example, in a K code Cyclone came equipped with the HP
Available as special order only the only way to tell for sure is by looking at the build sheet. No
that is not a factory hood. The factory fiberglass hood was recessed in and not functional. No,
the factory offered a hood with two slits- non functional. It was fiberglas but is very rare. The
hood on the car is no doubt from Crites Restoration in Ohio, it is a replica of the factory drag
race car style. This Comet is almost too rusty to save, it might be a better candidate for a
perimeter frame swap. With all that rot on the underside this has got to be a mud biscuit under
that shiny paint. Too bad, looked promising at first glanceâ€¦â€¦. I like the fact that it appears to
be originally red. Not my favorite brand of car but I like those Fairlanes comets and Cyclones
early models. Since this is going to be body off in any case, it would seem far better to find a

parts car with a solid frame rather than try save this one. Certainly a car worth saving, but better
your bank account than mine. The frame is the body. There was never a Comet, Mustang or
Falcon, that was ever anything other than a unibody, in the history of the world. Like the styling
the early Comets much more than the later years but can say the same about mustangs and
Camaros. This one in body style and color, not condition or performance, reminds me of one
that I saw at the dragstrip where I raced in the sixties and early seventies. That one came from
the factory without a rear seat, etc. Like this one but needs too much restoration for me. A
Cyclone is one of my bucket list cars There are many on my list. Unless you can do most of the
work yourself, this is a loser. On a car like the Comet you would cut the whole floor out from sill
to sill and from firewall to the rear tail pan. My x wife had one of these 65 comet cyclone hp
came from Ford with 4 bbl and headers dual exhaust , auto trans limited slip rear and a rally pac
which had a tac , clock and cannot remember the last gauge maybe a vacuum gauge , had a
white body with a red roof and a red interior. My buddy got a 66 cyclone gt for his first car in Old
Merc ruled the backwoods Ky town we were from at least when we could afford gas. This thing
run killer but rough as a night in jail probably 2 or 3 gallons of bondo in the quarters. Good old
days. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam
Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Jimmy. RoughDiamond Member. Uh no 4.
Troy s. Uncle Bob. Although they have a reputation for cracking in the hub area. Steve R. Steve
R 7. Is that hood factory?????? Mercury Man. Ok tell me how you so a frame swap on a unibody
car? Thanks for the correction about the hood. Steve R 1. Retired Stig. Tort Member. Rustytech
Member. Thank you. Guggie Good old days 1. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency:
Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime.
Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe
later. Free View Limit Reached! Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites parts. Location Category
Availability Price Sort. All Categories 33 For Sale 11 Vehicles Offered 33 Wanted. Create Alert.
Due to fluctuating exchange rates, the price seen on this website may not reflect the most
current price. Please contact us to confirm vehicle pricing. This Mercury Comet Cyclone is
powered by a ci 8-cylinder engine paired to a C4 Green Dot automatic transmission. During its
restoration all four shocks, front wheel cylinders, upper and lower control arms, ball joints, idler
arm, tie rod, tie rod ends and sleeves, rear axles and bearings, and gas tank were replaced. The
power brake booster, brake master cylinder, front wheel cylinders, This is a one-of-a-kind
custom Comet convertible. It was restored in the mids, during which time it was stripped to bare
metal before being repainted. It retains its original top, which needs to be replaced, and a new
Haartz cloth top is in the trunk. This Comet is powered by a 4. Champion Motors International
proudly presents a stunning Mercury Comet Caliente Convertible finished in Carnival Red with a
white interior and white convertible top. During , Mercury produced , Comets, with the Caliente
Convertible only making up 6, of that production. This Comet was Call us For More Details Let
us showcase and sell your specialty car. Please visit our website for more details. Long Island,
NY Michael This Mercury Comet Caliente lives up to its name with a red-hot look. And there's
even a hot V8 under the hood. The Mercury Comet had style. The front end has stacked
headlights with an aggressive forward-leaning look. The rear got a stylish full-width taillight
streak. And while From New Mexico to have a Coyote and 6 speed dropped in and has changed
his mind and decided to sell it. As you can see in the pictures it has surface rust. The car is very
solid with a small hole on the drivers floor with rust. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Skip to main
content. Related: mercury comet cyclone. Include description. Auto Custom Carpets Inc.
Dorman 2, Items 2, Fel-Pro 3, Items 3, Mercury 3, Items 3, Unbranded 2, Items 2, Unspecified
Length 10, Items 10, Lifetime 4, Items 4, New 59, Items 59, Used 1, Items 1, Please provide a
valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your
Mercury Comet. Enter Trim Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Almost gone.
Last one. Free returns. Shipping not specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items
listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian
dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use
the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Search by vehicle. Search Parts. Home Mercury Comet Attaches to the end of the parking
brake equalizer lever Creates adjustable tension on the parking brake cables when the lever
handle is pulled Constructed from steel and zinc plated for long-lasting durability. Directs hot

air into and throughout the vehicle during cool days Replaces the broken, leaking, or missing
Heater Box to enhance heating performance and ensure warm air is directed in the right
direction Constructed out of a lightweight yet durable sheet molding compound. Connects the
two halves of the Heater Box together Replaces the rusted or worn out seals to keep the Heater
Box tightly closed Constructed from durable steel for lasting durability. Located underneath the
middle of the dashboard Pushes warm air through the vents of your vehicle Replaces an old or
damaged Heater Motor to restore heater functionality. Replaces the damaged original that may
be having issues shutting the trunk lid Made with heavy-duty stamped steel and OE-Style holes
for easy installation. Keeps the trunk lid properly closed Replaces a worn, damaged, or missing
striker to restore original functionality to the trunk lid Direct Fit Replacement for easy
installation. Connects front parking brake assembly to both rear brake cables Restores original
functionality and safety Heavy duty steel construction with zinc plating for long-lasting
durability. Mounts to the brake drum and connects to the front parking brake cable Keeps your
vehicle in place by pressing down on the brake shoe inside the rear brake drum assembly
Constructed with durable metal and OEM Style Direct to Fit Replacement. Please expect
shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. See
results below for Mercury Comet Parts. Classic Industries is America's first choice for Mercury
Comet parts and accessories. Product TT Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a high
temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective Mylar foil. It provides protection from radiant
heat for hoses and wires. View Product Details. Quality stainless steel straps with the
dependable multi-lock system. The narrow width straps come with the multi-lock already
attached - just insert the end and pull to tighten. Made in USA. To finish off a clean and
well-protected Exhaust Insulating Wrap application it is recommended to use the Hi-Heat
Coating. The coating will protect the wrap from abrasion and harmful liquid spills. Extra resins
and binders This heat shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the ultimate protection from
conductive and radiant heat. These dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce
misfires, extend plug wire life and will not react with petroleum products. The double-wall
construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a high-temperature engine This new
silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect wires, cables and hoses from
high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and occasional exposure to flame. The high-quality
sleeving is made from braided Product K Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug
deflectors, instrument covers, Unprotected rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring
can dry out, melt or crack over time. Wrapping headers maintains hotter exhaust gases that exit
the system faster through decreased density. Increased exhaust Use your imagination and you
will find many uses for this heat-reflecting mat. It can be used in applications to protect painted
The Turbo Insulating Set is designed to protect and improve performance of the turbo. This
universal set will help reduce turbo lag. This ultra gloss polish uses extremely fine polishing
agents to eliminate swirl marks and hairline scratches while preparing a blemish free surface for
final finishing. Provides longer buffing time to create an exceptionally Rapidly remove light
scratches, swirls, key scratches, fingernail scratches, and other imperfections. Will eliminate
One-step color brightener and sealer, specially formulated for black and other dark color paints.
Quickly and effectively removes fine swirl marks and cobweb scratches, while leaving a darker,
more reflective finish. Product BBK BBK Varitune mufflers are the first of their kind in the
aftermarket fully adjustable performance Mufflers. They can be adjusted for sound and exhaust
flow by simply moving the adjustment screw in or out from underneath the Product ACP. The
compact SD7B10 is one of the most popular aftermarket compressors on the market. It features
a polished finish, a double V-groove clutch, Product ACN. It features a natural cast aluminum
finish, a double Product ACC. It features a chrome finish, a 6-rib clutch pulley, and It features a
natural aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a chrome finish, a double V-groove clutch, and
Product ACB. It features a black powder coat finish, a double V-groove It features a chrome
finish, a 8-rib clutch pulley, and It features a black powder coat finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a
polished aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch Product Product B They are manufactured from
high-grade Billet Specialties universal ball-milled polished billet aluminum plug wire looms for
big and small block engines. They feature a unique two-piece design, and adjustable mounting
tabs that attach to the base of the valve Billet Specialties large oval smooth billet aluminum air
cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. Billet Specialties universal
smooth polished billet aluminum plug wire looms for big and small block engines. They feature
a unique two-piece design, and adjustable mounting tabs that attach to the base of the valve
cover This Billet Specialties 10" x 3" round ball milled polished billet aluminum air cleaner is
designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size
filter element and stainless steel Billet Specialties large oval ball-milled billet aluminum air

cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. Close Notification. Toll Free
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active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your
shopping cart! We have an excellent selection of Cyclone custom parts, like body kits, carbon
hoods, custom seats, and rims, to name a few. We also carry the factory-grade replacement
Cyclone parts too, including Cyclone engine parts, Cyclone body parts, and other Cyclone auto
parts. So please take a look at our Cyclone parts selection. We're confident you'll enjoy the
experience! Select Your Vehicle. Year Doors and Windows. Other Body Panels. Accessory
Products. Mats and Liners. Shift Console. Panels and Windows. Accessory Items. Safety
Equipment. Auxiliary Light Products. Neon Lights. Fuel System. Turbos and Superchargers.
Engine Dress Up. Shock Products. Housings and Brackets. Misc Wheel Items. Not able to find
what you are looking for? Johnny Lightning Mercury Cyclone Spoiler. Orange metalflake! Many
people use the term "Cyclone aftermarket parts" specifically when referring to custom parts for
the Cyclone, like performance parts or custom appearance parts. But even if you just replace
your Cyclone brake pads with OEM-grade factory-style brake pads that are not made by
Mercury, those too are aftermarket Cyclone parts. Over the course of a vehicle's life, it almost
certainly will have aftermarket parts installed in it at some point, even if the vehicle is never
actually "modded out". Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About
Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides.
The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts.
Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. It helps us give you the best shopping experience! You can skip.
Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons
will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Want to see your car here? Send us
pictures! We have an excellent selection of Comet custom parts, like body kits, carbon hoods,
custom seats, and rims, to name a few. We also carry the factory-grade replacement Comet
parts too, including Comet engine parts, Comet body parts, and other Comet auto parts. So
please take a look at our Comet parts selection. We're confident you'll enjoy the experience!
Select Your Vehicle. Year Doors and Windows. Other Body Panels. Accessory Products. Shift
Console. Panels and Windows. Accessory Items. Safety Equipment. Auxiliary Light Products.
Neon Lights. Fuel System. Radiator Products. Turbos and Superchargers. E
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use the term "Comet aftermarket parts" specifically when referring to custom parts for the
Comet, like performance parts or custom appearance parts. But even if you just replace your
Comet brake pads with OEM-grade factory-style brake pads that are not made by Mercury, those
too are aftermarket Comet parts. Over the course of a vehicle's life, it almost certainly will have
aftermarket parts installed in it at some point, even if the vehicle is never actually "modded out".
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